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THE REGULAR REPRESENTATION OF Uυ(glm|n)
JIE DU AND ZHONGGUO ZHOU
Abstract. Using quantum differential operators, we construct a super representa-
tion of Uυ(glm|n) on a certain polynomial superalgebra. We then extend the repre-
sentation to its formal power series algebra which contains a Uυ(glm|n)-submodule
isomorphic to the regular representation of Uυ(glm|n). In this way, we obtain a
presentation of Uυ(glm|n) by a basis together with explicit multiplication formulas
of the basis elements by generators.
1. Introduction
Arising from the natural representation V of the quantum supergroup Uυ(glm|n),
the investigation on the tensor products V ⊗r for all r ≥ 0 has recently produced
interesting outcomes. For example, the root-of-unity theory resulted in a new proof
for the quantum Mullineux conjecture (see [9]). On the other hand, the generic the-
ory on υ-Schur superalgebras, which are homomorphic images of the representations
Uυ(glm|n)→ End(V
⊗r), gives rise to a new construction for Uυ(glm|n) itself (see [7]).
This latter work extends the geometric realisation of quantum gln, given by Beilinson–
Lusztig–MacPherson (BLM) in [1], to the super case. The BLM work has also been
generalised to the quantum affine case [3, 5] and the case for the other classical types
[2, 10].
Furthernore, in the nonsuper case, there are other representations of Uυ(gln) arising
from the symmetric and exterior algebras S(V ) and Λ(V ) of the natural represen-
tation V ; see, e.g., [11] and [12, §§5A.6-7], where the module actions are defined by
using certain quantum differential operators. Can these representations be used to
determine the structure of a quantum supergroup? We will provide an affirmative
answer in this paper.
We will start with the natural super representations V = V0 ⊕ V1 of Uυ(glm|n). We
first introduce two types of symmetric superalgebras S0|1(V ) = S(V0) ⊗ Λ(V1) and
S1|0(V ) = Λ(V0)⊗ S(V1) and their mixed tensor product S
m|n(V ). The supermodule
structure on each of them is defined via quantum differential (super) operators. We
then extend the supermodule structure to the formal power series algebra S˜m|n(V )
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which is naturally a Uυ(glm|n)-module. We will extract a submodule from S˜
m|n(V )
which naturally possesses a supermodule structure. We prove in the main theo-
rem (Theorem 5.3) that this supermodule is isomorphic to the regular representation
of Uυ(glm|n). Thus, we obtain a new presentation for Uυ(glm|n) (cf. Lemma 5.1).
Surprising enough, this presentation from the regular representation of Uυ(glm|n) co-
incides with the one from [1, Lemma 5.3] when n = 0 and with the one as given in [7,
Thm 8.4] in general, both of which were obtained either by a geometric method in-
volving quantum Schur algebras or by an algebraic method involving quantum Schur
superalgebras.
2. The quantum supergroup Uυ(glm|n) and differential operators
For fixed non-negative integers m,n with m+n > 0, let [1, m+n] := {1, 2, · · · , m+
n}, and define the parity function ̂ : [1, m+ n]→ Z2, i 7→ î by
î =
0, if 1 ≤ i ≤ m;1, if m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ n.
We will always regard Z2 = {0, 1} as a subset of N unless it is used for the grading
of a super structure. For any superspace V and a homogeneous element v ∈ V , we
often use v̂ to denote its parity.
Let {e1, e2, · · · , em+n} be the standard basisfor Z
m+n, and define the “super dot
product” on Zm+n by
ei ∗ ej = (ei, ej)s = (−1)̂
iδij . (2.0.1)
Let Q(υ) be the field of rational functions in indeterminate υ and let
υh = υ
(−1)hˆ (h ∈ [1, m+ n]), [a]! = [1][2] · · · [a], [i] =
υ
i − υ−i
υ − υ−1
(a ∈ N).
Let [i]q denote the value at q.
Define the super (or graded) commutator on the homogeneous elements X, Y for
an (associative) superalgebra by
[X, Y ] = [X, Y ]s = XY − (−1)
X̂Ŷ Y X.
The following quantum enveloping superalgebra Uυ(glm|n) is defined in [13].
Definition 2.1. (1) The quantum enveloping superalgebra Uυ(glm|n) over Q(υ) is
generated byeven generators: Eh, Fh, K
±1
j , 1 ≤ h, j ≤ m+ n, h 6= m,m+ n;
odd generators: Em, Fm.
These elements are subject to the following relations:
(QG1) KaKb = KbKa, KaK
−1
a = K
−1
a Ka = 1;
(QG2) KaEb = υ
(εa,αb)sEbKa, KaFb = υ
(εa,−αb)sFbKa;
(QG3) [Ea, Fb] = δa,b
KaK
−1
a+1
−K−1a Ka+1
υa−υ
−1
a
;
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(QG4) EaEb = EbEa, FaFb = FbFa, if |a− b| > 1;
(QG5) For a 6= m and |a− b| = 1,
E2aEb − (υa + υ
−1
a )EaEbEa + EbE
2
a = 0,
F 2aFb − (υa + υ
−1
a )FaFbFa + FbF
2
a = 0;
(QG6) E2m = F
2
m = [Em, Em−1,m+2] = [Fm, Em+2,m−1] = 0, where
Em−1,m+2 = Em−1EmEm+1 − υEm−1Em+1Em − υ
−1EmEm+1Em−1 + Em+1EmEm−1,
Em+2,m−1 = Fm+1FmFm−1 − υ
−1FmFm+1Fm−1 − υFm−1Fm+1Fm + Fm−1FmFm+1.
(2) Let k be a field and let q ∈ k, q 6= 0 and q2 6= 1. Then, with υ replaced by q,
we may similarly define the quantum group Uq(glm|n) over k (see [12, 13]).
Note that, if n = 0, then (QG1)–(QG5) form a presentation for the quantum group
Uυ(glm).
A Hopf algebra structure on Uυ(glm|n) is defined (see [13, Section II]) by:
∆(Ki) = Ki ⊗Ki,
∆(Ei) = Ei ⊗ K˜i + 1⊗Ei, ∆(Fi) = Fi ⊗ 1 + K˜
−1
i ⊗ Fi,
ε(Ki) = 1, ε(Ei) = ε(Fi) = 0,
S(Ki) = K
−1
i , S(Ei) = −EiK˜
−1
i , S(Fi) = −K˜iFi,
(2.1.1)
where K˜i = KiK
−1
i+1.
Representations of Uυ(glm|n) have been investigated in [13] (see also [9] for repre-
sentations of its hyperalgebra at roots of unity). We will need two special Uυ(glm|n)-
supermodules in the next section for our construction. They are built on the following
two Uυ(glN)-modules defined by quantum differential operators.
Example 2.2. Let V be a vector space over a field k of dimension N and let
k[x1, x2, · · · , xN ] be the polynomial algebra over k in indeterminates x1, . . . , xN .
(1) Let S(V ) be the symmetric algebra on V , identified as S(V ) = k[x1, x2, · · · , xN ].
Following [12, 5A.6], we define quantum differential operators Di : S(V )→ S(V ) by
Di(x
a1
1 x
a2
2 · · ·x
aN
N ) =
[ai]qx
a1
1 x
a2
2 · · ·x
ai−1
i · · ·x
aN
N , if ai ≥ 1;
0, otherwise.
We also introduce algebra automorphism Ki : S(V )→ S(V ) by setting
Ki(x
a1
1 x
a2
2 · · ·x
aN
N ) = q
aixa11 x
a2
2 · · ·x
aN
N .
Let Ei = xi ◦Di+1 and Fi = xi+1 ◦Di. Then, by [12, Prop. 5A.6], the following map
Ei 7−→ Ei, Fi 7−→ Fi, Kj 7−→ Kj
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N (i 6= N) defines an algebra homomorphism from Uq(glN) to the
endomorphism algebra of S(V ). Hence, S(V ) becomes a Uq(glN)-module (cf. [11,
Thm 4.1(A)]).
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(2) Let Λ(V ) be the exterior algebra on V . In this case, we may identify Λ(V )
with the Grassman superalgebra Λ(d1, . . . , dN) with odd generators d1, . . . , dN and
relations
d2i = 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ N), didj = −djdi (1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ N).
Thus, Λ(V ) has a basis da := da11 · · · d
aN
N , a ∈ Z
N
2 . Define a Uq(glN)-action on Λ(V )
by
Ki.d
a = qaida, Eh.d
a =
da+αh, if ah+1 > 0;0, otherwise, Fh.da =
da−αh, if ah > 0;0, otherwise,
for all 1 ≤ h, i ≤ N , h 6= N . It is direct to check that all relations (QG1-5) are
satisfied. Hence, Λ(V ) becomes a Uq(glN)-module (cf. [11, §§2,4]).
3. The polynomial superalgebra Sm|n(V ) as a Uυ(glm|n)-supermodule
We generalize the constructions of the module structures on symmetric and exterior
algebras to the supergroup Uυ(glm|n).
Consider the natural representation on the superspace V = V0⊕V1 of glm|n(k) where
dimV0 = m and dimV1 = n. We will consider two superalgebras in the notation of
Example 2.2:
S(V0)⊗ Λ(V1) = k[x1, . . . , xm, d1, . . . , dn],
Λ(V0)⊗ S(V1) = k[d1, . . . , dm, x1, . . . , xn].
These are known as polynomial superalgebras with even generators xi and odd gener-
ators dj. By Example 2.2, both algebras are also Uq(glm)⊗ Uq(gln)-modules
We now assume k = Q(υ). In order to introduce supermodule structure for
Uυ(glm|n), we set
S0|1 = S0|1(V ) := Q(υ)[X1, X2, · · · , Xm+n] with Xi = xi, Xm+j = dj ,
S1|0 = S1|0(V ) := Q(υ)[X1, X2, · · · , Xm+n] with Xi = di, Xm+j = xj ,
(3.0.1)
where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. We use divided powers to denote their monomial bases:
X(a) = X
(a1)
1 X
(a2)
2 · · ·X
(am+n)
m+n ,
where a = (a1, · · · , am+n) ∈ N
m×Zn2 for S0|1, a = (a1, · · · , am+n) ∈ Z
m
2 ×N
n for S1|0,
and X
(ai)
i =
X
ai
i
[ai]!
.
For the superspace structure, we have, for i ∈ Z2, X
(a) ∈ (S0|1)i if and only if â :=∑n
j=1 am+j ≡ i(mod 2), while X
(a) ∈ (S1|0)i if and only if â :=
∑m
j=1 aj ≡ i(mod 2).
As algebras, both S0|1 and S1|0 have a graded structure S0|1(r) and S1|0(r) for all
r ≥ 0, where S0|1(r) (resp., S1|0(r)) is the r-th homogeneous component spanned by
all X(a) with deg(X(a)) = r. Here deg(X(a)) :=
∑m+n
i=1 ai.
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We now define the following actions on S0|1 and S1|0 by the same rules:
Ki.X
(a) = υaii X
(a),
Eh.X
(a) =
 [ah + 1]X
(a+αh), if ah+1 > 0;
0, otherwise.
Fh.X
(a) =
 [ah+1 + 1]X
(a−αh), if ah > 0;
0, otherwise.
,
(3.0.2)
where 1 ≤ h, i ≤ m+n, h 6= m+n, and αh = eh−eh+1 are “simple roots”. Note that,
for the even generators, the action above (on quantum divided powers) coincides with
those given in Example 2.2. Thus, both S0|1 and S1|0 are Uυ(glm)⊗Uυ−1(gln)-modules
under the action above.
Lemma 3.1. Both S0|1 and S1|0 are Uυ(glm|n)-supermodules under the actions above.
In particular, their homogeneous components S0|1(r), S1|0(r), r ≥ 0 are all subsuperb-
modules.
Proof. We only need to verify the defining relations that involve the odd generators.
We only prove the case for S0|1. It is easy to verify the relations (QG2) and (QG4).
Note that the actions of Em, Fm is consistent with those for even generators, so (QG5)
holds. It remains to check (QG3) and (QG6).
The relations [Em, Eb] = 0 = [Eb, Fm] with m 6= b in (QG3) are clear. Assume now
a = b = m. Let a = (a1, · · · , am+n) ∈ N
m × Zn2 . If am+1 = 1 then
(EmFm + FmEm).X
(a) = FmEm.X
(a) = [am + 1]FmX
(a+αm) = [am + 1]X
(a).
KmK
−1
m+1 −K
−1
m Km+1
υ − υ−1
.X(a) =
υ
am+1 − υ−am−1
υ − υ−1
.X(a) = [am + 1]X
(a).
If am+1 = 0, am > 0 then
(EmFm + FmEm).X
(a) = EmFm.X
(a) = EmX
(a−αm) = [am]X
(a).
=
KmK
−1
m+1 −K
−1
m Km+1
υ − υ−1
.X(a).
If am+1 = 0, am = 0 then
(EmFm + FmEm).X
(a) = 0 =
KmK
−1
m+1 −K
−1
m Km+1
υ − υ−1
.X(a).
So, in all three cases, we obtain
(EmFm + FmEm).X
(a) =
KmK
−1
m+1 −K
−1
m Km+1
υ − υ−1
.X(a),
for all a ∈ Nm × Zn2 , proving (QG3).
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Finally, we prove the four relations in (QG6). As am+1 ≤ 1, we have E
2
m.X
(a) =
0 = F 2m.X
(a) for all a. For the other two relations, if am+1 = 1, am+2 = 1 then
EmEm−1,m+2.X
(a) = (EmEm−1EmEm+1 − υEmEm−1Em+1Em
− υ−1EmEmEm+1Em−1 + EmEm+1EmEm−1)X
(a)
= (−υEmEm−1Em+1Em + EmEm+1EmEm−1)X
(a)
= (−υ[am + 1][am−1 + 1][am + 1] + [am−1 + 1][am][am + 1])X
(a′),
where a′ = a + αm−1 + 2αm + αm+1 = a + em−1 + em − em+1 − em+2. On the other
hand,
Em−1,m+2Em.X
(a) = (Em−1EmEm+1Em − υEm−1Em+1EmEm
− υ−1EmEm+1Em−1Em + Em+1EmEm−1Em)X
(a)
= (Em−1EmEm+1Em − υ
−1EmEm+1Em−1Em)X
(a)
= ([am + 1][am + 2][am−1 + 1]− υ
−1[am + 1][am−1 + 1][am + 1])X
(a′)
Since [am] + [am + 2]− (υ + υ
−1)[am + 1] = 0, it follows that
(Em−1,m+2Em + EmEm−1,m+2).X
(a)
=[am−1 + 1][am + 1]([am] + [am + 2]− (υ + υ
−1)[am + 1])X
(a′) = 0.
If am+1 = 0 or am+2 = 0 then Em−1,m+2Em.X
(a) = 0 = EmEm−1,m+2.X
(a) by the
definition of the actions. The last case can be proved similarly. This proves (QG6).

The following result is a super analog of a result stated at the end of [12, 5A.7] (see
also [11, Thms 4.1(A), 4.2]). Recall from, say, [9] that irreducible weight Uυ(glm|n)-
modules are indexed by
N
m|n
++ = {λ ∈ N
m+n | λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λm, λm+1 ≥ · · · ≥ λm+n}.
Corollary 3.2. Let ∆(re1) (resp., ∇(rem+n)) be the irreducible weight Uυ(glm|n)-
module of highest (resp., lowest) weight re1 (resp., rem+n). Then, there are Uυ(glm|n)-
module isomorphisms:
S0|1(r) ∼= ∆(re1), S1|0(r) ∼= ∇(rem+n).
Proof. Let λ = re1 ∈ N
m|n
++ . Then X
(λ) ∈ S0|1(r) is a highest weight vector, since, for
any a = (a1, · · · , am+n) ∈ N
m×Zn2 with |a| = r, re1−a = a2(e1−e2)+a3(e1−e3)+
· · ·+ am+n(e1 − em+n) and
(F
(a2)
1 · F
(a3)
2 F
(a3)
1 · · · · · F
(am+n)
m+n−1 · · ·F
(am+n)
1 ).X
(λ) = X(a).
Hence, S0|1(r) is generated by an highest weight vector. On the other hand, a reversed
sequence in the E
(ai)
i ’s send X
(a) back to X(λ). Thus, S0|1(r) is irreducible. The proof
for S1|0(r) is similar. 
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Consider the tensor product
S
m|n = Sm|n(V ) = (S0|1)
⊗m ⊗ (S1|0)
⊗n ∼= Q(υ)[Xi,j]1≤i,j≤m+n, (3.2.1)
where Xi,j denotes the ith generator of the j-th tensor factor. Thus, we may regard
Sm|n as the polynomial superalgebra as indicated by the right hand side of (3.2.1),
which has even generators Xi,j for all i, j with iˆ+ jˆ = 0 and odd generators Xi,j for
all i, j with iˆ+ jˆ = 1. In particular, we may describe the monomial basis for Sm|n in
terms of the following matrix set:
M(m|n) =
ß(
X Q
Q′ Y
)∣∣∣∣ X ∈Mm(N), Q ∈Mm×n(Z2)Q′ ∈Mn×m(Z2), Y ∈Mn(N)
™
. (3.2.2)
For A = (ai,j) ∈M(m|n), let
ci = ci(A) = (a1,i, a2,i, . . . , am+n,i)
be the i-th column of A and let
X [A] := X(c1) ⊗X(c2) · · · ⊗X(cm+n).
The parity of X [A] is given by “A := ∑
î+ĵ=1
ai,j.
Via the coalgebra structure (2.1.1) of Uυ(glm|n), S
m|n becomes a Uυ(glm|n)-module
(see the lemma below). Recall also the sign rule: for supermodules V1, V2 over a
superlagbera U , if u1, u2 ∈ U, vi ∈ Vi with u2, v1 homogeneous, then
(u1 ⊗ u2).(v1 ⊗ v2) = (−1)
“u2“v1u1v1 ⊗ u2v2.
For A ∈M(m|n), i ∈ [1, m+ n], let
σ(i, A) =

∑
s>m,t<i
as,t, if 1 ≤ i ≤ m;∑
s>m,t≤m
as,t +
∑
s≤m,m<t<i
as,t, if m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ n,
(3.2.3)
and
f(i, A) =
∑
j>i
ah,j − (−1)
δh,m
∑
j>i
ah+1,j,
g(i, A) =
∑
j<i
ah+1,j − (−1)
δh,m
∑
j<i
ah,j.
(3.2.4)
Lemma 3.3. The set {X [A] |A ∈ M(m|n)} forms a Q(υ)-basis for the Uυ(glm|n)-
supermodule Sm|n which has the following actions:
(1) Ki.X
[A] = υ
∑
1≤j≤m
ai,j
i X
[A],
(2) Eh.X
[A] =
∑
1≤i≤m+n
ah+1,i≥1
(−1)σh,m(i,A)υ
f(i,A)
h [ah,i + 1]X
[A+Eh,i−Eh+1,i],
(3) Fh.X
[A] =
∑
1≤i≤m+n
ah,i≥1
(−1)σh,m(i,A)υ
g(i,A)
h+1 [ah+1,i + 1]X
[A−Eh,i+Eh+1,i],
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where
σh,m(i, A) = δh,mσ(i, A) =
σ(i, A), if h = m;0, if h 6= m. (3.3.1)
Proof. Let ∆(N) = (∆⊗ 1⊗ · · ·⊗︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1
1) ◦ · · · ◦ (∆⊗ 1) ◦∆. Then, for N = m+ n− 1,
∆(N)(Ki) = Ki ⊗ · · · ⊗Ki,
∆(N)(Eh) =
m+n∑
i=1
1⊗ 1 · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
⊗Eh ⊗ K˜h · · · ⊗ K˜h,
∆(N)(Fh) =
m+n∑
i=1
K˜−1h · · · ⊗ K˜
−1
h ⊗ Fh ⊗ 1⊗ 1 · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
.
(3.3.2)
Thus, by (3.0.2) and the sign rule (and, for h = m, noting υm = υ,υm+1 = υ
−1),
Eh.X
[A] = ∆(N)(Eh)X
[A]
=
m+n∑
i=1
(−1)δh,m(
∑
j<i
“cj)(X(c1) ⊗ · · · ⊗X(ci−1) ⊗ Eh.X(ci)
⊗ K˜h.X
(ci+1) · · · ⊗ K˜h.X
(cm+n))
=
∑
1≤i≤m+n
ah+1,i≥1
(−1)σh,m(i,A)υ
f(i,A)
h [ah,i + 1]X
[A+Eh,i−Eh+1,i].
The actions of Fh, Ki can be proved similarly. 
Remark 3.4. We remark that these module formulas are easily obtained, but are
the key to the determination of the regular representation of Uυ(glm|n). As a compar-
ison, analogous formulas for quantum Schur superalgebras are certain multiplication
formuas (see [7, Props 4.4-5]) which are obtained by rather lengthy calculations.
4. The formal power series algebra S˜m|n(V )
We now extend the module structure on Sm|n to its formal power series algebra and
then focus on a submodule which has a Uυ(glm|n)-supermodule structure. We will
displayed explicitly the actions on a basis.
Recall from (3.2.1) the polynomial superalgebra Sm|n and its basis {X [A]}|A∈M(m|n).
By turning the direct sum of all Q(υ)X [A] into a direct product, we obtain the formal
power series algebra:
S˜
m|n = S˜m|n(V ) :=
∏
A∈M(m|n)
Q(υ)X [A] ∼= Q(υ)[[Xi,j]]1≤i,j≤m+n. (4.0.1)
For clarity of the Uυ(glm|n)-actions below, we continue to write the elements in S˜
m|n
by infinite series in X [A]’s. Natrually, the Uυ(glm|n)-action on S
m|n extends to S˜m|n so
that S˜m|n becomes a Uυ(glm|n)-module. We now construct a submodule on which a
natural super structure can be built.
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Let
M(m|n)∓ = {A = (ai,j) ∈M(m|n) | ai,i = 0 ∀i}.
For λ ∈ Nm+n, A ∈M(m|n)∓, let A + λ = A+ diag(λ) and, for j ∈ Zm+n, define
A(j) =
∑
λ∈Nm+n
υ
λ∗jX [A+λ] ∈ S˜m|n. (4.0.2)
Let U(m|n) be the subspace of S˜m|n spanned by A(j) for all A ∈ M(m|n)∓, j ∈
Zm+n. Since every X [A+λ] in A(j) has parity “A, U(m|n) has a natural superspace
structure U(m|n) = U(m|n)0⊕U(m|n)1. In the rest of the section, we will prove that
U(m|n) is a Uυ(glm|n)-supermodule.
Let αh = eh − eh+1, βh = eh + eh+1, σh,m(i) = σh,m(i, A), f(i) = f(i, A), and
g(i) = g(i, A) (see (3.2.4) and (3.3.1)).
Theorem 4.1. The superspace U(m|n) is a Uυ(glm|n)-submodule of S˜
m|n with basis
{A(j) | A ∈ M(m|n)∓, j ∈ Zm+n} and the following explicit actions of Eh, Fh, Ki: for
A = (as,t), j = (js), 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ n, and 1 ≤ h < m+ n,
Ki.A(j) = υ
∑
1≤j≤m+n
ai,j
i A(j+ ei),
Eh.A(j) =
∑
i>h+1; ah+1,i≥1
(−1)σh,m(i)υ
f(i)
h [ah,i + 1](A+ Eh,i − Eh+1,i)(j)
+
∑
i<h; ah+1,i≥1
(−1)σh,m(i)υ
f(i)
h [ah,i + 1](A+ Eh,i − Eh+1,i)(j+ αh)
+ ◮ (−1)σh,m(h)υ
f(h)−jh
h
(A− Eh+1,h)(j+ αh)− (A− Eh+1,h)(j− βh)
υh − υ
−1
h
+ (−1)σh,m(h+1)υ
f(h+1)+(−1)
δh,m jh+1
h [ah,h+1 + 1](A+ Eh,h+1)(j).
(4.1.1)
Fh.A(j) =
∑
i<h; ah,i≥1
(−1)σh,m(i,A)υ
g(i)
h+1[ah+1,i + 1](A−Eh,i + Eh+1,i)(j)
+
∑
i>h+1; ah,i≥1
(−1)σh,m(i,A)υ
g(i)
h+1[ah+1,i + 1](A−Eh,i + Eh+1,i)(j− αh)
+ (−1)σh,m(h,A)υ
g(h)+(−1)
δh,m jh
h+1 [ah+1,h + 1](A+ Eh+1,h)(j)
+ ◭ (−1)σh,m(h+1,A)υ
g(h+1)−jh+1
h+1
(A− Eh,h+1)(j− αh)− (A− Eh,h+1)(j− βh)
υh+1 − υ
−1
h+1
,
(4.1.2)
where ◮ (resp., ◭) is 0 if ah+1,h = 0 (resp., ah,h+1 = 0), and is 1 otherwise.
Moreover, it is a Uυ(glm|n)-supermodule.
Proof. The proof of linear independence is similar to that of [6, Prop. 4.1(2)].
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By Lemma 3.3(1),
Ki.A(j) =
∑
λ∈Nm+n
υ
λ∗jKi.X
[A+λ] =
∑
λ∈Nm+n
υ
λ∗j
υ
λi+
∑m+n
j=1
ai,j
i X
[A+λ]
= υ
∑m+n
j=1
ai,j
i
∑
λ∈Nm+n
υ
λ∗(j+ei)X [A+λ] = υ
∑m+n
j=1
ai,j
i A(j + ei).
Similarly, by Lemma 3.3(2), and noting σ(i, A) = σ(i, A+ λ),
Eh.A(j) =
∑
λ∈Nm+n
υ
λ∗jEh.X
[A+λ]
=
∑
λ∈Nm+n
∑
1≤i≤m+n
ah+1,i≥1
υ
λ∗j(−1)σh,m(i)υ
f(i,A+λ)
h [ah,i + 1]X
[A+λ+Eh,i−Eh+1,i]
=
∑
1≤i≤m+n
ah+1,i≥1
∑
λ∈Nm+n
(−1)σh,m(i)υλ∗jυ
f(i,A+λ)
h [ah,i + 1]X
[A+λ+Eh,i−Eh+1,i]
=Σ1 + Σ2 + Σ3 + Σ4,
where
Σ1 =
∑
i>h+1; ah+1,i≥1
∑
λ∈Nm+n
(−1)σh,m(i)υλ∗jυ
f(i,A+λ)
h [ah,i + 1]X
[A+Eh,i−Eh+1,i+λ],
Σ2 =
∑
i<h; ah+1,i≥1
∑
λ∈Nm+n
(−1)σh,m(i)υλ∗jυ
f(i,A+λ)
h [ah,i + 1]X
[A+λ+Eh,i−Eh+1,i],
Σ3 =
∑
λ∈Nm+n
(−1)σh,m(h)υλ∗jυ
f(h,A+λ)
h [λh + 1]X
[A−Eh+1,h+λ+Eh,h], if ah+1,h > 0 ,
Σ4 =
∑
λ∈Nm+n,λh+1>0
(−1)σh,m(h+1)υλ∗jυ
f(h+1,A+λ)
h [ah,h+1 + 1]X
[A+Eh,h+1+λ−Eh+1,h+1].
By (3.2.4), for i ≥ h + 1, we have f(i, A+ λ) = f(i, A). Thus,
Σ1 =
∑
i>h+1; ah+1,i≥1
(−1)σh,m(i)υ
f(i)
h [ah,i + 1]
∑
λ∈Nm+n
υ
λ∗jX [A+Eh,i−Eh+1,i+λ]
=
∑
i>h+1; ah+1,i≥1
(−1)σh,m(i)υ
f(i)
h [ah,i + 1](A+ Eh,i − Eh+1,i)(j),
and
Σ4 = (−1)
σh,m(h+1)
υ
f(h+1)+(−1)
δh,m
eh+1∗j
h [ah,h+1 + 1]·∑
λ∈Nm+n,λh+1>0
υ
(λ−eh+1)∗jX [A+Eh,h+1+λ−Eh+1,h+1]
= (−1)σh,m(h+1)υ
f(h+1)+(−1)
δh,m jh+1
h [ah,h+1 + 1](A+ Eh,h+1)(j).
Similarly, for i < h, f(i, A+ λ) = f(i, A) + λh − (−1)
δh,mλh+1. So, by (2.0.1),
Σ2 =
∑
i<h; ah+1,i≥1
(−1)σh,m(i)υ
f(i)
h [ah,i + 1]
∑
λ∈Nm+n
υ
λ∗(j+eh−eh+1)X [A+Eh,i−Eh+1,i+λ]
=
∑
i<h; ah+1,i≥1
(−1)σh,m(i)υ
f(i)
h [ah,i + 1](A+ Eh,i − Eh+1,i)(j+ eh − eh+1).
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Finally, for Σ3 when ah+1,h > 0, since f(h,A+ λ) = f(h,A)− (−1)
δh,mλh+1 and
υ
λ∗j
υ
f(h)−(−1)
δh,mλh+1
h [λh + 1] = υ
f(h)
h υ
λ∗(j−eh+1)
υ
λh+1
h − υ
−λh−1
h
υh − υ
−1
h
= υ
f(h)
h
υ
λ∗(j+eh−eh+1)
υh − υ
λ∗(j−eh−eh+1)
υ
−1
h
υh − υ
−1
h
= υ
f(h)
h
υ
λ∗(j+eh−eh+1)+eh∗eh − υλ∗(j−eh−eh+1)−eh∗eh
υh − υ
−1
h
= υ
f(h)
h
υ
(λ+eh)∗(j+eh−eh+1)
υ
−jh
h − υ
(λ+eh)∗(j−eh−eh+1)
υ
−jh
h
υh − υ
−1
h
= υ
f(h)−jh
h
υ
(λ+eh)∗(j+eh−eh+1) − υ(λ+eh)∗(j−eh−eh+1)
υh − υ
−1
h
,
it follows that
Σ3 =
∑
λ∈Nm+n
(−1)σh,m(h)υλ∗jυ
f(h)−(−1)
δh,mλh+1
h [λh + 1]X
[A−Eh+1,h+λ+Eh,h]
=(−1)σh,m(h)υ
f(h)−jh
h
∑
λ∈Nm+n
υ
(λ+eh)·(j+eh−eh+1) − υ(λ+eh)·(j−eh−eh+1)
υh − υ
−1
h
X [A−Eh+1,h+λ+eh]
=(−1)σh,m(h)υ
f(h)−jh
h
(A−Eh+1,h)(j+ eh − eh+1)− (A− Eh+1,h)(j− eh − eh+1)
υh − υ
−1
h
,
proving (4.1.1). (Notice a cancellation for the terms associated to those λ with λh = 0
when expanding the numerator of the last expression.)
The proof for the action of Fh is similar. Finally, the supermodule assertion follows
easily from the action formulas. 
5. The main result
We are now ready to prove the main result of the paper by the following.
Lemma 5.1. Let U be an algebra over a field k with generators gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
Suppose Uv is a cyclic U-module with basis bj = uj.v, j ∈ J (uj ∈ U), and trivial
annihilator annU(v) = 0. Then the matrix representations gi.bj =
∑
k∈J λi,j,kbk of the
generators give rise to a presentation of U by basis {uj | j ∈ J} and the multiplication
formulas:
giuj =
∑
k∈J
λi,j,kuk, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N, j ∈ J.
Proof. Since the U -module homomorphism φ : U → Uv, u 7→ u.v is an isomorphism,
the basis claim is clear and so are the multiplication formulas. 
For A = (ai,j) ∈M(m|n), let
ALs,t =
∑
i≤s,j≥t
ai,j if s < t, A
¬
s,t =
∑
i≥s,j≤t
ai,j if s > t.
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Following [1, §3.5] or [7, (8.0.1)], define a preorder relation on M(m|n):
A  B ⇐⇒
ALs,t ≤ BLs,t, for all s < t;A¬s,t ≤ B¬s,t, for all s > t.
Note that this is a partial order relation on M(m|n)∓. The Uυ(glm|n)-actions in
Theorem 4.1 satisfy certain “triangular relations” relative to . The “lower terms”
below means a linear combination of B(j′) with B ≺ the leading matrix.
Lemma 5.2. Let A = (ai,j) ∈M(m|n)
∓, j ∈ Zm+n, and h, k ∈ [1, m+ n].
(1) If h < k, ALh+1,k+1 = 0, ah,k = 0, and ah+1,k ≥ a > 0, then, for some b ∈ Z,
E
(a)
h .A(j) = ±υ
b(A+ aEh,k − aEh+1,k)(j) + (lower terms).
(2) If h + 1 > k, A¬h,k−1 = 0, ah+1,k = 0, and ah,k ≥ a > 0, then, for some c ∈ Z,
F
(a)
h .A(j) = ±υ
c(A− aEh,k + aEh+1,k)(j) + (lower terms).
Proof. This follows easily from repeatedly applying the actions in Theorem 4.1. For
example, the first summation in Eh.A(0) contains only the terms (A−Eh,i+Eh+1,i)(0),
for some h + 1 < i ≤ k, and A + Eh,k − Eh+1,k ≻ A + Eh,i − Eh+1,i for all i < h or
h+1 < i < k if it occurs in the first two summations. One sees also A+Eh,k−Eh+1,k ≻
A−Eh+1,h, A+Eh,h+1. Hence, Eh.A(0) = ±υ
∗(A+Eh,k−Eh+1,k)(0)+(lower terms).
Inductively, Eah.A(0) = ±υ
b[a]!(A + aEh,k − aEh+1,k)(0) + (lower terms). Hence, the
desired formulas follows. 
Theorem 5.3. The Uυ(glm|n)-supermodule U(m|n) is a cyclic module generated by
O(0), where O ∈ M(m|n) and 0 ∈ Nm+n are the zero elements, and the module
homomorphism
f : Uυ(glm|n) −→ U(m|n), u 7−→ u.O(0). (5.3.1)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, we may use an argument similar to that for [1, Proposition
3.9]). Consider reduced expressions of the longest elements in the symmetric groups
S{1,2,...,j} for j = 2, 3, . . . , m+ n and S{k,k+1,...,m+n} for k = 1, 2, . . . , m+ n− 1:
sj−1(sj−2sj−1) · · · (s1s2 · · · sj−1), sk(sk+1sk) · · · (sm+n−1 · · · sk+1sk).
For any A = (ai,j) ∈M(m|n)
∓ and j ∈ Zm+n, let
m+j = m
+
j (A) = E
(aj−1,j )
j−1 (E
(aj−2,j )
j−2 E
(aj−2,j )
j−1 ) · · · (E
(a1,j)
1 E
(a1,j )
2 · · ·E
(a1,j )
j−1 ),
m−k = m
−
k (A) = F
(ak+1,k)
k (F
(ak+2,k)
k+1 F
(ak+2,k)
k ) · · · (F
(am+n,k)
m+n−1 · · ·F
(am+n,k)
k+1 F
(am+n,k)
k ),
and let mA,j = m−•K
jm+• , where m
−
• = m
−
1 m
−
2 · · ·m
−
m+n−1, K
j = Kj11 · · ·K
jm+n
m+n , and
m+• = m
+
m+n · · ·m
+
3 m
+
2 . For example, if m = 2, n = 2, A ∈M(2|2)
±, j ∈ Z4, then
mA,j = (F
(a21)
1 F
(a31)
2 F
(a31)
1 F
(a41)
3 F
(a41)
2 F
(a41)
1 )(F
(a32)
2 F
(a42)
3 F
(a42)
2 )F
(a43)
3 K
j1
1 K
j2
2 K
j3
3 K
j4
4
(E
(a34)
3 E
(a24)
2 E
(a24)
3 E
(a14)
1 E
(a14)
2 E
(a14)
3 )(E
(a23)
2 E
(a13)
1 E
(a13)
2 )E
(a12)
1
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Repeatedly applying Lemma 5.2, we obtain
mA,j.O(0) = ±υcA(j) + (lower terms) (c ∈ Z).
In fact, m+2 .O(0) has the leading term (a1,2E1,2)(0), m
+
3 m
+
2 .O(0) has the leading term
(a1,2E1,2+a1,3E1,3+a2,3E2,3)(0), ... , m
+
m+n · · ·m
+
3 m
+
2 .O(0) has the leading termA
+(0),
where A+ is the upper triangular part of A. Similarly, Kjm+• .O(0) has the leading
termA+(j), m−m+n−1K
jm+• .O(0) has the leading term (A
++am+n,m+n−1Em+n,m+n−1)(j),
and so on.
Since {A(j) | A ∈ M(m|n)∓, j ∈ Nm+n} forms a basis for U(m|n) by Theorem 4.1,
the triangular relation above implies that {mA,j.O(0) | A ∈ M(m|n)∓, j ∈ Nm+n}
are linearly independent. Hence, the module homomorphism (5.3.1) must be an
isomorphism. 
The theorem above gives immediately a presentation for Uυ(glm|n).
Corollary 5.4. The supergroup Uυ(glm|n) contains a basis
{A(j) | A ∈ M(m|n)∓, j ∈ Zm+n}
such that Eh = Eh,h+1(0) Fh = Eh+1,h(0), and Ki = O(ei), and the Uυ(glm|n)-
action formulas given in Theorem 4.1 become the multiplication formulas of the basis
elements A(j) by the generators.
Proof. By the module isomorphism (5.3.1) (and by abuse of notation), let A(j) :=
f−1A(j). Since Eh.O(0) = Eh,h+1(0), Fh.O(0) = Eh+1,h(0), and Ki.O(0) = O(ei), we
have Eh = Eh,h+1(0), Fh = Eh+1,h(0), and Ki = O(ei). The assertion now follows
from Lemma 5.1. 
Remark 5.5. The presentation above for Uυ(glm|n) coincides with the one from [1,
Lemma 5.3] (or [4, Theorem 14.8]) in the quantum gln case and with the one in [7,
Thm 8.4] in general after a sign modification given below.
For any A = (ai,j) ∈ M(m|n), let
1
A =
∑
1≤i, k≤m
m<j<l≤m+n
ai,jak,l. (5.5.1)
Lemma 5.6. For λ ∈ Nm+n, A = (ai,j) ∈ M(m|n)
∓ and 1 ≤ h, k ≤ m + n with
h < m+ n, then
(1) A+ λ = A;
(2) A+ δh,mσ(k, A) = A+ Eh,k − Eh+1,k + δh,m
( ∑
i>m
j≤min{k−1,m}
ai,j − δ
>
k,m
∑
i≤m
j>k
ai,j
)
.
Here, δ>k,m = 1 if k > m and 0 otherwise.
1This number A is different from the number A¯ defined in [7, (5.0.1)], where the super grading
structure on the tensor space is under consideration.
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Proof. If we write A =
Ä
X Q
Q′ Y
ä
in blocks as in (3.2.2), then the entries involved in A
are all in Q. Thus, (1) and (2) for h 6= m or h = m, k ≤ m are all clear. Assume now
h = m, k > m. Then, by definition,
A+ Em,k −Em+1,k = A+
∑
i≤m,m<j<k
ai,j +
∑
i≤m,j>k
ai,j
= A+ (
∑
i≤m,m<j<k
ai,j +
∑
i>m,j≤m
ai,j)− (
∑
i>m,j≤m
ai,j −
∑
i≤m,j>k
ai,j)
= A+ σ(k, A)− (
∑
i>m,j≤m
ai,j −
∑
i≤m,j>k
ai,j),
as desired. 
Let A(j) = (−1)A¯A(j) for all A ∈M(m|n)∓, j ∈ Zm+n.
Theorem 5.7. Modifying the multiplication formulas in Theorem 4.1 by using the
basis {A(j) | A ∈M(m|n)∓, j ∈ Zm+n} for the supergroup Uυ(glm|n) yields exactly the
same formulas as given in [7, Thm 8.4].
Proof. We first observe that the generators Eh = Eh,h+1(0) = Eh,h+1(0), etc. are
part of the new basis. After multiplying both sides of the multiplication formulas
in Theorem 4.1 by (−1)A and applying Lemma 5.6, the sign term becomes (−1)s(h,i)
with
s(h, i) = δh,m(
∑
s>m,t≤min{i−1,m}
as,t + δ
>
i,m
∑
s≤m,t>i
as,t)
This number s(h, i) is exactly the same number εh,h+1σ(i) defined in [7, (5.5.1-2)] and
used in the multiplication formulas in [7, Thm 8.4]. 
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